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INTRODUCTION

Inrecentyears, servicesontheInternethavegreatly improved
-

loads and duplications on the Internet have created a rush of

are violated and vulnerable to the predators that stalk the

with the invention of digital products, protecting rightful

the traditional cryptography where the important data or
secret is to be encrypted by a special process before being

other hand, the second scheme is steganography where the

The hidden data is not perceptible by the human visual 
system (HVS watermarking technique is an
application of steganography (Chang, Huang, & Chen,

copyrights and rightful ownerships, a representative logo or
watermark could be hidden in the image or media that is to

The watermarking schemes can be grouped into three

fragilewatermark, semi-fragilewatermark,androbustwater-

watermarksareeasilycorruptedwhenthewatermarkedimage

cansustainattacks fromnormal imageprocessing,butarenot

watermarks are restricted in its use for image authentication

robust watermarking, it is always

must be followed: (1) Invisibility: the watermarked image
must look similar to its original and any difference invisible
to the human visual system -
mark embedded in the image must not be easily detectable

isable towithstandnormaland/or illegalmanipulations, such
as compression, blurring, sharpening, cropping, rotations

large storage and must also allow for a comparable-sized

The proposed method is a VQ-based watermark tech-
nique that depends on the structure of a tree growth for

watermark is irremovable and also can withstand normal
compression process, tampering by compression or other

be recovered with comparable perceptibility and useful in

BACKGROUND

The watermarking -
ods of the spatial domain and the frequency domain,

a watermark in the frequency domain, an image has to
be transformed from a spatial domain into its frequency 
domain

spatial
domain, the watermark can be directly embedded into the

watermark bits in the (LSB
literature on the LSB technique can be found in Chan and
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VQ-Based Watermarking

VQ isa lowbit-rate

I is partitioned into small non-overlapped blocks with m m
m VQ encoding,

block vectors are trained dispersedly and uniformly from

VQ encoding phase, the codeword closest
to the encoded block is chosen and stored as an index value

VQ decoding, indexes from the index table will

VQ-based watermarking isaneffectivesteganography
scheme in spatial domain and several algorithms have been

-

another scheme in illustrated as follows:

X  with size M N, watermark W with
size MW NW

VQ encoding process, X is divided into vectors x’s
with size

WW N
N

M
M ,

the codebook, yield and record index y(m, n) to table
Y

Y = VQ(X), y(m, n) = VQ(x(m, n).  (1)

y(m, n) of Y after VQ encod-
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WP will be the watermark W reordered by random
function with key

key2 = Wp P    (4)

VQ decoding, the reconstructed image and
the secret key will be the protection of the original

of thealgorithm: (1)Thewatermarksarenot reallyembedded

the VQ index table and watermark messages, so users can
retrievethewatermarkfromtheoriginal imagewherenoother

public then the user can also embed another watermark in

THE PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed method in this article embeds the watermark
bit stream into the VQ encoding codes directly without
modifying the VQ
watermarked imagequality iscontrolledbyVQcompression

codewords grouping method by applying the tree growing

Grouping Codewords by Proposed Tree
Growing Structure

The scheme for grouping the codewords is based on a tree

X(x1, x2, ..., xm m), the centroid of
Y(y1, y2, ..., ym m) and

Z(z1, z2, ..., zm m) individually be two nodes of two branches
such that yi = xi + k, zi = xi – k  and k
codword belong to the nearest branch node and separate all

to the new centroids Y' and Z', and let Y' and Z'   be the
new nodes in the sub-tree which will grow the same way
as before until members of each sub-tree are equal or less

other and their members are distributed to subcodebook 1
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